In this paper, the pointwise approximation properties of Beta operators/),~ are studied to the bounded functions and the absolutely continuous functions, respectively. First, we use the asymptotic form of the central limit theorem in probability theory to derive an asymptotic estimate on the rate of convergence of Beta operators B,~ for the bounded functions. Next, we give the optimal estimate on the first order absolute moment of the Beta operators B,, (It -zl,x ) by direct computations. Then, we use this estimate and Bojanic-Cheng-Khan's method combining with some analysis techniques to derive an asymptotically optimal estimate on the rate of convergence of Beta operators /?,~ for the absolutely continuous functions. (~)
INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
Let f be a integrable function defined on [0, 1], the Beta operators 1),~ applied to f are 1 t~-i (1 -t) ~(1-~)-1 /~,,(/,x)= N~,;~)) ) f(t) dt.
The operators ]3,~ was introduce by Khan in [1] . Some approximation properties of ]3n also were studied in [1] . In this paper, the properties of approximation of Beta operators/3,~ will be studied to tile class of bounded functions ~B and the class of absolutely continuous functions (I)DB, respectively. The two classes of functions ~B and ~DB are defined as follows, For a function f C (I)B, we introduce the following metric forms, ftx-(f, 51) = sup If(t)-f(x)l , tc[z-51,~] ft~+ (f, 52) = sup ]f (t) -f (x)], t~ [z,x+52] 
The properties of ft~_(f, dr), ft~+(f, ~2), f~(f,),) refer to Zeng and Cheng [2] . The main contents of this article are organized as follows. In Section 2, an asymptotic form of the central limit theorem in probability theory is used to derive an asymptotic formula on approximation of Beta operators/I)~ for sign function. Then, this asymptotic formula combining with the metric form f~(f, A) is used to derive an asymptotic estimate on the rate of convergence of Beta operators/?n for the bounded function f E ~B at the points x where f(x+) and f(x-) exist. In Section 3, the first-order absolute moment of the Beta operators /)~(It -xl,x) is estimated to get
Estimate (2) is better than a result of Divis [3, Section 3.7] that
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More important, the estimate (2) is the asymptotically optimal. Then, this estimate and Bojanic-Cheng-Khan's method combining with some analysis techniques are used to derive an estimate on the rate of convergence of Beta operators /)~ for absolutely continuous function f G ~SDB. This estimate essentially is the best possible.
APPROXIMATION FOR BOUNDED FUNCTIONS
In this section, we study the rate of convergence of Beta operators /)n for function f C (I)B. The main result of this section is as follows.
Let f C ~B. If f(x+) and f(x-) exist at a fixed point x C (0, 1), then for n >_ 1,
We point out that Theorem 1 subsumes the case of approximation of functions of bounded variation, from Theorem 1 we get immediately the following. COROI.I.ARY 1. Let f be a function of bounded variation on [0, 1], then for x E (0, 1) and n _> 1, we have
(1 -x) k=l =-=/v~ REMARK 1. Corollary 1 improves a result of Khan in Theorem 7 of [1] in that it replaces the
To prove Theorem 1 we need some preliminary results. , ~j_f (7) (8)
PROOF. Direct computation gives The following Lemma 3 is an asymptotic form of the central limit theorem in probability theory. Its proof can be found in Feller [3, p. 
where g~(t) is defined in (5) 
We need to estimate ]/?,,(g~, x)[. Let 
APPROXIMATION FOR

ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
In this section, we study the rate of convergence of Beta operators/),, for function f E 4)DB. The main result of this section is as follows. In this special case, Theorem 2 is better than a result of Bojanic and Khan in [4] . More important, the estimate of Theorem 2 essentially is the best possible.
To prove Theorem 2, we need to estimate the first-order absolute moment of the Beta operators, /)~(It -x[, x). As concerns this research, Divis [5] has proved that , ---------}-0 n -2/3 .
(28) n7r Below, we will present an optimM estimate to/)~(]t -xl, 5). Estin]ation (33) is the best possible, that is to say, it cannot be asymptotically improved.
PROOF. By Lemma 4, (37) 7~ k=l Theorem 2 now follows from (33), (35)-(37) combining with a simple calculation.
In the final paragraph, we show that the estimate of Theorem 2 essentially is the best possible. By direct computation, we find that
